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This paper should introduce the first-time reader to a level of evidence so shocking reality will 
be changed for ever.

For those who have been following my work many pieces of this puzzle are already in place. 
After years of research, sleepless nights, death threats, financial attacks, loss of my home, bank 
accounts and all sources of income I must be absolutely right on target, henceforth the grand finale.

We are all familiar, well most of us are, with the Bilderbergs, Trilateral Commission, Counsel 
on Foreign Relations, Illuminati, Agenda 21, Georgia Guide stones, and United Nations. For those not 
yet familiar with these collaborating interlacing hidden agenda megalomaniacs watch closely as the 
puzzle is completed.

Through my research thousands of documents were gathered, read, cross referenced and shared 
confirming my theory that all roads lead to the Vatican. And  stealthfully the world's resources 
methodically traveled there with one purpose, that being One World Order, One World Bank, One 
World Religion.

Let's start with the United Nations Global Compact.;

THE UN GLOBAL COMPACT AND THE OECD GUIDELINES FOR
MULTINATIONAL ENTERPRISES: COMPLEMENTARITIES AND

DISTINCTIVE CONTRIBUTIONS
26 April 2005

...“The United Nations Global Compact
3. The Global Compact is an open and voluntary corporate citizenship initiative engaging a wide
spectrum of multi-stakeholder participants across the globe. With more than 2000 companies and other
societal actors participating from more than 80 countries, the Global Compact is the world’s largest
corporate citizenship initiative. Local networks, launched in more than 40 countries, are helping to carry
forward the Global Compact at the local level. The United Nations Secretary-General first proposed the
Global Compact in an address to the World Economic Forum on 31 January 1999....”

All seems well at first glance. But using discernment one can see sugar coated poisonous fruit. 
Again, upon years of research the pieces fit well together and many around the globe  are beginning to 
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see the true intent of this conglomerate gathering. Now yet new players are brought to light  as a key 
factor in this end game.

Many now understand how the Court Registry Investment System (CRIS) works by tapping into 
individuals Birth Certificate accounts. Also now well understood by many readers  is the Committee on 
Uniform Securities Identification Procedures (CUSIP). By investing these personal private property 
accounts without  rightful owners knowledge is pure theft, embezzlement and fraud, the latter for 
which there is not statute of limitations.

A newly discovered  key player in this investment scheme of things is Rotary International and 
subsidiaries thereof. How so one might ask? Watch as this is put together without including thousands 
of pages of evidence incorporated in entirety by reference. Remember also that this paper is for 
research, investigation, and educational purposes so copyright laws absolutely do not apply.

Cross referencing the following entities brought light upon a matter that includes nothing less 
than human trafficking and worse, though it appears to be sweet on the surface the bitter taste left 
behind was difficult to swallow without shock and disgust.;

ROTARY INTERNATIONAL
ROTARY FOUNDATION

INC. PLAN (USA)
INC. PLAN COMPANIES HOUSE LLC

PLAN INTERNATIONAL USA
CORPORATE HOLDING SERVICES, INC.

These above and other entities were researched beginning with Delaware Corporations Division 
at https://delecorp.delaware.gov/tin/GINameSearch.jsp , Then Florida Corporations and numerous 
other Secretary of State Corporate Divisions.

ROTARY INTERNATIONAL registered agent is INC. PLAN (USA), who is it's own 
registered agent. Inc Plan USA states;

Inc. Plan (USA) was launched as a full service incorporating firm in 1990. Since then, we have  
helped thousands of entrepreneurs generate tax savings and protect their personal assets by  
forming (and representing) their corporations in 50 states. We also serve the international  
business market.

Plan USA metastases into Plan International USA. www.  planusa  .org/    “Plan is a nonprofit organization  
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working in 50 developing countries that has been helping children since 1937. You can make a donation or sponsor a  
child...”

So far it all sounds sweet and innocent, right? Watch and learn. PLAN USA (PLAN) 
website;http://www.planusa.org/   mission objective is to give every child a “BIRTH CERTIFICATE”.

Not sure where I'm going with this yet? Go back to the CRIS and CUSIP accounts. Of particular 
interest are the courts direct usage of this personal information for which every court case is invested 
through the Dallas Houston Texas Federal Reserve. Does this not make every court official including 
the attorneys a member of the bankers association directly or indirectly? Yes it does.

PLAN's mission is to get every child counted. Still sounds great right? Think again, the 
underlying plan is get the birth certificate account, a money making investment scheme which grows 
into a tax scheme, filtered into foundations, tax shelters  and grants for more investments. Only the 
finest trained IRS, FBI, MI6 agents will ever be able to follow this trail, if they dare.

Could this be part of why all the bankers are falling out of buildings they've worked in for years, 
or falling off of bridges for no apparent reason and worse? 

Let's go back to PLAN USA and some partners. UNICEF works with PLAN to increase Birth 
Registration in Sudan, ( and elsewhere.)

Why would PLAN's mission be to register births when The United Nation's  Agenda 21 is 
etched in the Georgia Guide stones  to reduce the world's population to 500 million. Unknown to most 
is really to 35 million then procreate their own to the desired 500m. This in itself would eventually 
become incestuous at best and created even more genetic defects than the Illuminati believe currently 
exists.

“On May 27, 2014 Plan International USA has set out to ensure each and every child is 
registered at birth. This creates their “ legal identity”. “Since 2005, Plan has helped register 40 million 
children around the world and influence laws in 10 countries so that 153 million can enjoy the rights 
that come with a birth certificate.”

Who is  behind PLAN USA?  And who gives them the right to give us rights?

For thirteen years, until 1989, Henry H. Beckler, President of both Inc. Plan (USA) and  
Corporate Holding Services, Inc., was Director of Corporate Special Services with Bank of  

Delaware (now PNC). In addition, he has been a Registered Agent in the State of Delaware for  
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over 15 years. He began his career as an officer of Chase Manhattan Bank. Following Chase,  
he was CFO and Director of a regional food company.”

Is this really the kind of business a family wants monitoring their child' birth certificate or any 
aspect of their life? Certainly not I. This is not to say that Beckler himself is a bad guy, perhaps  blindly 
naive at best or tragically misled by those above him, oh that's right, he was the president. And 
Corporate Holding Services? Are we not brought into the courts, Post Offices, DMV, Licensing 
agencies and all other utilities through corporate status by use of our birth certificates? Absolutely. The 
facts are out there and by now most have read them. God help you if you haven't yet.

Henry H. Beckler was the registered agent of CORPORATE HOLDING SERVICES, INC. 
(https://delecorp.delaware.gov/tin/controller ). Further investigating shows Henry H, Beckler was the 
registered agent for JOHNSON MATHEY REALTY CORP., legal department in PA, ENTITY # 
853954 as shown in Florida Corporations Division 
(http://search.sunbiz.org/Inquiry/CorporationSearch/ByOfficerOrRegisteredAgent )

While at Florida Corporations Division ( http://www.sunbiz.org  )  I researched ROTARY 
INTERNATIONAL  and ROTARY.  Numerous other state Corporations Divisions were researched on 
ROTARY INTERNATIONAL  and ROTARY with about 300 entities on each in most states.

Numerous ROTARY FOUNDATIONS also are listed. Further investigating shows grants, 
education, tax shelters at international levels, each involve working with UNICEF and always comes 
back to THE UNITED NATIONS.

So, how could such a purportedly good thing of  ROTARY INTERNATIONAL and ROTARY 
be involved with UNITED NATIONS when their mission objective is to reduce the world's 
population? 

ROTARY INTERNATIONAL works with WORLD HEALTH ORGAINIZATION (WHO) 
Bill and Melinda Gates Foundation and others “to eradicate Polio”. But didn't just recently upon 
delivering polio vaccines actually infect  over one thousand  victims receiving the vaccine with polio?

Could it be the way to eradicate polio is to ensure victims contract that disease, where all the 
entities involved are sure to profit through the newly registered birth certificates that now death 
certificates may be derived therefrom? Sound extreme? NO. Not if you know how these entities are 
actually operating. Profit mission objective. Collateral damage is profitable.
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After running ROTARY and ROTARY INTERNATIONAL  on Corporations Divisions, I 
further researched these and other entities on Dun & Bradstreet. Further research found these sites;

Searches related to rotary international

rotary international   logo  

rotary international   convention  

rotary international   youth exchange  

rotary international   foundation  

rotary international   jobs  

rotary international   scholarships  

rotary international   president  

rotary international   polio  

PARTNERS

• Aga Khan University  
• Bill & Melinda Gates Foundation  
• Centers for Disease Control and Prevention  
• Global FoodBanking Network  
• Goodwill  
• Mercy Ships  
• ShelterBox   
• UNESCO-IHE  
• UNICEF  
• United Nations  
• World Health Organization  

Again, some of the staff may be unaware of the actual intentions  and mission objective of the 
King Pin UNITED NATIONS, this is probably true with the Masons, the lower level inductries are not 
as knowledgeable of the sinister actions of 33°, and likewise with the Jesuits, Skull & Bones or other 
not so secret societies, though one rarely hears of any individual leaving either after learning the true 
intent of their grand masters.
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The children around the world are now being used as investment commodities, their newly 
acquired birth certificates are the negotiable instrument. Yet these children are still barefoot, still 
contracting polio, AIDS/HIV being raped and murdered while attempting to find someplace to relieve 
themselves and the ROTARIANS dine in luxury, give themselves grants, create tax shelters, and other 
schemes which inevitably create numerous yet more tax shelters.

Now, let's go to INTERNATIONAL BUSINESS LEADERS FORUM (IBLF).
Here is where the term “SUSTAINABLE DEVELOPMENT was born, probably without a birth 
certificate. The CEO of IBLF is non other than Prince  Charles.

A recent article dated 6-10-2014 “AP IMPACT- Tax cheats took billions from Ukraine”
http://news.yahoo.com/ap-impact-tax-cheats-took-billions-ukraine-011611058--politics.html lead me to 
write and incorporate;

“The following article goes into Rotary, Huguette Labelle, Transparency International's 
Corruption Perceptions Index, INTERNATIONAL BUSINESS LEADERS FORUM (IBLF), 
Nature Conservancy. [Please refer back to “Rotary International” and Rotary International II” 
incorporated in entirety by reference] to follow the depth of this international corruption.

Please see article;http://www.infowars.com/taxing-royals-prince-charles-finances-under-
scrutiny-with-calls-to-end-privileges/  

Taxing Royals- Prince Charles’ finances under scrutiny with calls to end 
privileges

A tax-exempt money-making scheme operating under royal protection 

by RT | June 8, 2014

http://www.youtube.com/watch?feature=player_embedded&v=F6JCyynjhwU  

A tax-exempt money-making scheme operating under royal protection. This seems to be the 
case in the UK where an estate owned by Prince Charles has been enjoying tax breaks for 
decades. RT’s Polly Boyko reports.”
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International Business Leaders Forum www.iblf.org/  

“IBLF is an independent members organisation working with top global companies on corporate on corporate 
social responsibility (CSR) leadership  and sustainability.”  There's that operative word  “Sustainability.”

“In 1990 a group of international business leaders met at the invitation of HRH The Prince of Wales to  
launch The Prince of Wales Business Leaders Forum (later International Business Leaders Forum) –  
the first non-profit global entity to focus on the role of business in society.  Supported by corporations  
both at multi-national and national levels, the International Business Leaders Forum (IBLF) was able to  
make a significant contribution to business leadership and to business practices over a period of 23  
years.  Throughout its history it engaged with the most senior business leaders to help catalyse  
collective action and drive effective and informed business engagement in development challenges.”

“Global programmes launched by IBLF:

Operating as a hub for new thinking and innovation, over the years IBLF influenced a number of  
important global initiatives (for example, the creation of the UN Global Compact) as well as the  
thinking and practice of many other UN and bi-lateral agencies. “

More on UN Global Compact here; www.  unglobal  compact.org/.   
And here:  the UN Global Compact, Rotary International - United Nations Day, 7 November, New 

York.
http://www.unglobalcompact.org/newsandevents/Speeches.html 

And here;

Global Compact and Rotary International to Foster Local Collaboration 

Note the connections getting deeper without any confusion.  Read the following excerpt:

“Global Compact and Rotary International to Foster Local Collaboration
( New York, 7 November 2009 ) – The UN Global Compact and Rotary International, a humanitarian 
service organization of more than 1.2 million professional and community leaders in 200 countries, have 
agreed to deepen their collaboration and encourage Global Compact Local Networks and the more than 
33,000 local Rotary Clubs to seek stronger alignment through joint activities and programs. 

The announcement was made on the occasion of Rotary International UN Day, hosted at UN 
Headquarters today. The event, held annually to celebrate Rotary’s longstanding relationship with the 
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United Nations, brought together more than 1,300 Rotary members from around the world, as well as 
representatives of various UN organizations and departments. 

In a joint letter to be sent to Rotary District Governors and Global Compact Local Network focal points, 
Rotary International General Secretary Edwin H. Futa and UN Global Compact Executive Director 
Georg Kell encourage a set of joint activities to advance the shared ideals of “high ethical business 
practices, sustainable humanitarian action, and world peace and understanding”. More specifically, the 
letters ask Global Compact networks and Rotary clubs and districts to engage in education and 
information sharing; local project implementation or collaboration (particularly those addressing the 
Millennium Development Goals); and coordinating a collaborative effort promoting the best of corporate 
social responsibility practices and volunteer leadership and action at the local, district or national level. 

“Through discussion, collaboration and joint cooperation, Rotary clubs and the United Nations Global 
Compact can foster high ethical standards, universal principles, and tangible humanitarian successes,” 
said Futa. “Together, we can work for the benefit of all.” 

In addition, Rotary members are encouraged to facilitate further business participation in the Global 
Compact, and invite Global Compact network participants to join local Rotary clubs. 
 “Both Rotary International and the Global Compact are rooted in a shared vision of responsible 
leadership to address global challenges,” said Georg Kell. “Seeking stronger collaboration between our 
local networks and Rotary clubs makes much sense, and I am confident that working together will make 
a significant contribution to the advancement of sustainable development in the spirit of universal 
values.” 

Now the reader can clearly see the connection between UBLF, UNITED NATIONS, 
ROTARY INTERNATIONAL, ROTARY AND GLOBAL COMPACT for “Sustainability”. 
Prince Charles is known as “THE SUSTAINABLE PRINCE.” 

Walter Veith, a magnificent speaker in his video  refers to Prince Charles  as “ The 
Beamable Sustainable Prince.” A fascinating detailed presentation of the depth of this 
international corruption, a must see.

934 -   The Beamable Sustainable Princes   ... - YouTube  

www.youtube.com/watch?v=YtM6qtNzLHM 

The following (link)article goes into Rotary, Huguette Labelle, Transparency International's Corruption 
Perceptions Index, INTERNATIONAL BUSINESS LEADERS FORUM (IBLF), Nature Conservancy. 
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(“Rotary International” and Rotary International II” papers show the depth of this international 
corruption.) [Not yet posted]

Please refer back to  (video)article;http://www.infowars.com/taxing-royals-prince-charles-
finances-under-scrutiny-with-calls-to-end-privileges/ 

Some individuals at ROTARY appear to be employing the exact same tactics that Prince 
Charles Claims tax immunity from ;

[24 seconds into video see ]“ROYAL FINANCES UNDER SCRUTINY WITH CALLS TO 
END TAX PRIVELEGES”  [see: DUCHY OF CORNWALL” ]
Since “14th century law British heir to throne is exempt from paying tax.”
Prince Charles isn't paying corporate or capital gains tax....
Duchy of Cornwall is worth £ 762 mn.. owns 131,000 acres of land, and lets out 3,500 
individual lettings....”

And of course the Prince denies any tax avoidance.

In the article “ AP IMPACT- Tax cheats took billions from Ukraine
6-10-2014 By MARIA DANILOVA and RAPHAEL SATTER”  ...“100-120 Phantom firms were  
organized to funnel money from legitimate businesses to corrupt officials....”

“Phantom companies have long been a problem in Ukraine, which ranks 144th out of 177 in  
Transparency International's Corruption Perceptions Index.”

Now let us go to TRANSPARENCY INTERNATIONAL'S CORRUPTION PERCEPTIONS 
INDEX. The reader may start here: http://www.transparency.org/getinvolved/report .

Here is what I found fascinating about the “transparency” gimmick.

(refer to “ROTARY INTERNATIONAL.pdf ” “ROTARY INTERNATIONAL II.pdf”)

Go to the Board of Directors of Transparency International: 
https://www.transparency.org/files/content/ouraccountability/HL_Board_RoI_20140515_kd.pdf 

Huguette Labelle
Chair, Canada
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Huguette Labelle is Chair of the Board of Transparency International, member of the Board of the UN 
Global Compact, member of the Group of External Advisors on the World Bank Governance and Anti-
corruption Strategy, member of the Advisory Group to the Asian Development Bank on Climate 
Change and Sustainable Development, member of the Executive Board of the Africa Capacity Building 
Foundation, member of the Board of the Global Centre for Pluralism, member of the Advisory Council 
of the Order of Ontario and Vice Chair of the Senior Advisory Board of the International Anti-
Corruption Academy. A former Chancellor of the University of Ottawa, she also serves on additional 
national and international boards. She provides advisory services to national and international 
organisations. Labelle served for 19 years as Deputy Minister of different Canadian Government 
departments. [RoI].” https://www.transparency.org/files/content/ouraccountability/HL_Board_RoI_20140515_kd.pdf 

 Several operative words pop up including Sustainable Development again. We've all heard of 
the fox investigating the hen house. Let's take that up a notch. Here we have the fox with the eggs, 
negotiating to sell her eggs back to the mother hen, investing in the hatched, healthy chicks, holding 
them as collateral, vaccinating the eggs for mysterious illnesses they subsequently contract, obtaining 
medical research grants for never found cures while telling the hen we are unable to locate her chicks 
but we'll use their birth certificates for investment purposes while we pretend to look for them on all 
expenses paid global tours at 5 star hotels dining with kings forgetting why we where there in the first 
place.

See; The Rotarian Feb 2003, pg 9 for more connections.

See;  http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Huguette_Labelle 

      See; http://www.nps.edu/About/USPTC/pdf/Dr-Labelle-Bio.pdf 

Huguette Labelle CC OOnt (born April 15, 1939) is a retired Canadian civil servant and 
former Chancellor of the University of Ottawa, serving from 1994 until 2012.

Born in Rockland, Ontario, she received a Master of Education and Doctor of Philosophy in education 
from the University of Ottawa.

From 1973 to 1980, she held senior management posts in the Department of Indian and Northern 
Affairs and in Health and Welfare Canada. From 1980 to 1985, she was Under Secretary of State for 
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the Department of the Secretary of State. In 1985, she was Associate Secretary to the Cabinet and 
Deputy Clerk of the Queen's Privy Council for Canada. From 1985 to 1990, she was the Chairperson of 
the Public Service Commission of Canada. From 1990 to 1993, she was the Deputy Minister of 
Transport.

From 1993 to 1999, she was the president of the Canadian International Development Agency. Labelle 
headed the Canadian delegation which participated in the first Tokyo International Conference on 
African Development in October 1993.[1]

In 1998, she was the deputy head of the Millennium Bureau of Canada. She retired in 1999.

In 2002, she was appointed to the Board of Governors of the Canadian Centre for Management 
Development.

In 1994 she was appointed Chancellor of the University of Ottawa, and served until 1 February 2012 
when she was replaced by the Right Honourable Michaëlle Jean.

In November 2005, she was appointed Chair of the Board of Directors of Transparency International.

It should be plain and simple to follow the mission objective here. Complete and total global 
control of “human” and global resources, like pouring water from a large container through a funnel 
into into a smaall necked vessel.

If the Beamable Sustainable Prince Charles is under scrutiny for taxes how much more so 
should be ROTARY INTERNATIONAL,  ROTARY clubs, and ROTARY  foundations? 

Let's now go to Foreign Account Tax Compliance Act   (FATCA).  A new law set to go into 
effect on July 1st, 2014 might be the Administration’s worst decision yet. On this date, Title V of 
House of Representative Bill #2847, known as “FATCA,” goes into effect.
http://pro.stansberryresearch.com/1310PSIEANEW/LPSIQ295/

Foreign Account Tax Compliance Act Internal Revenue Service  www.irs.gov/
FATCA targets tax non-compliance by U.S. taxpayers with foreign accounts.

FATCA focuses on reporting:

1.)  By U.S. taxpayers about certain foreign financial accounts and offshore assets
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2.) By foreign financial institutions about financial accounts held by U.S. taxpayers or foreign 
entities in which U.S. taxpayers hold a substantial ownership interest

The objective of FATCA is the reporting of foreign financial assets; withholding is the cost of 
not reporting.

&Individuals

&Financial Institutions

&Governments
U.S. individual taxpayers must report information about certain foreign financial accounts and offshore 
assets on Form 8938 and attach it to their income tax return, if the total asset value exceeds the 
appropriate reporting threshold.

Form 8938 reporting is in addition to FBAR reporting.

 Learn More ...
/uac/Affordable-Care-Act-Tax-Provisions-for-Individuals-and-Families

Foreign
To avoid being withheld upon, a foreign financial institution may register with the IRS, obtain a Global 
Intermediary Identification Number (GIIN) and report certain information on U.S. accounts to the IRS.

Learn More...
U.S.
U.S. financial institutions and other U.S withholding agents must both withhold 30% on certain 
payments to foreign entities that do not document their FATCA status and report information about 
certain non-financial foreign entities.

 Learn More...

If a jurisdiction enters into an Intergovernmental Agreement (IGA) to implement FATCA, the reporting 
and other compliance burdens on the financial institutions in the jurisdiction may be simplified. Such 
financial institutions will not be subject to withholding under FATCA.

The bottom line is global collaboration for tax shelters using humans as financial resources for 
investment purposes. Where is all the money going? Who is really pulling on the strings and why?

Morgan Stanley and other banking institutions were recently caught in money laundering that 
went all the way to the Vatican. Now I know this may irritate some Catholics which is not my intent. 
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But if you as the reader were to discover a diabolical plan for which you personally were being 
exploited  would you not want to know the truth? I should hope so. 

Look at the world's religions as if they were the face on a clock, every number representing a 
different religion, still all are humans! The center pivoting point is where all come together as the hands 
rotate slowly to every  facet of time and world religions. The  hidden agenda is to create turmoil 
amongst all with the hands of time controlling the conflict. There is no profit in peace. There is always 
profit in war. This is the Rothschild's most sacred evil hidden agenda. The city of London being the 
headquarters. Washington D.C., Paris, Vatican, and London are all separate countries not exempt from 
the end game for which most have now come to realize that those countries and players  will lose.

Catholic or not,  young or old, male or female, we are all being exploited globally by the few 
elite who's mission objective is to squeeze every last drop of life out of each and everyone of us, re-
insure it at our expense with not so affordable health care, for which their chem-trails and other toxins 
in our food and water  perpetually keep us ill, channeling all the proceeds into their private 
Internationally funded sustainable development  foundations off shore, charge us for their expenses, 
and deliver the spoils, blood, sweat and tears all safely to the One World Order under One World Law, 
with One World Religion and with One World Ruler which is none other than the Vatican, all others 
are only the delivery mules not unlike gun or drug runners for the king Pins, all expendable.

If this paper sounds like a conspiracy theory I assure you it is not. It is well researched with 
over a decade of hard work. Though someone felt compelled to steal  years of my work, to no avail, I 
have retained every document in my memory as did Nikola Tesla, who died in poverty after his life's 
work was stolen and profited on to this date, which we are all paying for in our daily lives.

This was written to show all  readers the importance of continuing the battle against evil 
diabolical insane individuals delusional in thinking they will someday rule the world. It is not theirs to 
rule. Nor will they win.

All links  and referenced documents herein are incorporated in entirety by introduction.

All God given rights reserved in perpetuity.

June 11 2014

;jeanette-audrey;[triplett]
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